
Benefit from our standardised approach to evaluate your environment and discover what the impact of
Document AI is going to be within your business. 

This  evaluation of your environment entails the following aspects:
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We create a dashboard to compare the Document AI results with your previous technology

5. Straight through rate
What’s the percentage of

documents where the
fields are all recognised?

 

7. Current tech stack
Which technology do you

currently use for OCR? Where
does the data go to? ERP system?

 

Week 1 
Organisation provides us 500 documents for a maximum of 2 document types including the
ground truth*. 

Week 2 
Devoteam G Cloud parses the documents with DocumentAI

Document AI

Document AI turns unstructured data into structured data through state of the art technology. Google
combines their deep expertise in machine learning to achieve up to 2.5x better results than its
competitors into this field. Document AI makes your data easier to understand, analyse, and consume
by providing structure.

EVALUATE THE POWER OF DOCUMENT AI YOURSELF

A complete analysis of your requirements 1

1.Document types
Which document types
do you currently have?

2. Volumes
What are the volumes
per document type?

 
 

3. Languages
Which languages are required?
→ DocAI covers 150 different

languages through the
translate API

 

4. Required fields
Which fields are required for

each document type? 
 

6. Current validation process
If the fields are not recognised,
how is the validation currently
done? How many people are

doing manual validation? 

Running 500 documents through DocumentAI to show its results2

3
Devoteam G Cloud presents the results.

WHY CHOOSE DOCUMENT AI?

Drastically improve operational efficiency by automatically detecting the data that you are looking
for on specific document types like invoices, receipts, ... 
Unlock insights by structuring the goldmine of data that is sitting on documents, paper, ... and
make faster decisions by making your data available to your users and applications. 
Rely on Google's security model and world-scale infrastructure

* The ground truth is the verified, structured data for these 500 documents

ASK FOR AN EVALUATION

https://gcloud.devoteam.com/products/document-ai
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/products/document-ai
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/contact-us
https://gcloud.devoteam.com/contact-us

